Faller damm, faller regn by unknown
Övrig beskrivning 
Credits: 
Ami Skånberg Dahlstedt (script, choreography, dance performance) 
Palle Dahlstedt (music, electronic keyboard, sho with live electronics) 
Kumiko Nonaka (music, noh-kan flute) 
Light 
 
The work was peer-reviewed and selected for presentation at the Shifting Dialogues 





Concert version, excerpt: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dELRLcmxCN8 
Documentation of complete performance (fixed camera): 
http://youtu.be/O367XT8-eWs 
 
Professional video documentation editing is in process  
 
Konferensbidraget registrerat i GUP: 
http://www.gu.se/english/research/publication/?publicationId=155320 
 






Documentation in blog form: 
~ studiobuji.wordpress.com > 2012 > 02 > 09 > Faller-damm  
~ studiobuji.wordpress.com > 2012 > 03 > 31 > Fusion-performance-of-shirabyoshi-in-
gothenburg-sweden  
~ studiobuji.wordpress.com > 2012 > 04 > 03 > Imorgon-ar-det-premiar-tomorrow-premiere  
~ studiobuji.wordpress.com > 2012 > 04 > 08 > Great-reviews  
~ studiobuji.wordpress.com > 2012 > 04 > 24 > More-great-reviews  
~ studiobuji.wordpress.com > 2012 > 04 > 24 > The-costume-of-shirabyoshi  
~ studiobuji.wordpress.com > 2012 > 05 > 05 > Endast-tre-forestallningar-kvar-i-sverige-en-i-
helsingfors  
~ studiobuji.wordpress.com > 2012 > 05 > 13 > Faller-damm-faller-regn-i-finland  
~ studiobuji.wordpress.com > 2012 > 06 > 04 > Taeko-svensson-san-skriver-pa-japanska-om-
forestallningen-faller-damm-faller-regn  
 
